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BERNIE GRUBER (AUT) BACK ON TOP
NORDIC COMBINED SUPERSTARS IN VAL DI FIEMME

Italy’s Val di Fiemme hosts FIS NC World Cup
Bernhard Gruber (AUT) wins Individual Gundersen HS134/10k
Norway’s Jan Schmid and Joergen Graabak complete the podium
Team Sprint event (HS134/2x7,5k) tomorrow


Austria’s Bernhard Gruber has claimed his first World Cup win in this season in Italy’s Val di Fiemme today, ahead of Norwegian Jan Schmid and Joergen Graabak. ‘The day started off in a kind of difficult way – claimed Gruber at the end – the jump was not easy at all, but I made a pretty good jump. I like the track in Val di Fiemme and when I recalled the silver medals I got in 2013 at the World Champs I just pushed harder and harder until the end.’
World’s best combiners gathered this morning in Predazzo and the Provisional Competition Round kicked off at 9.30. The round was won by Norway’s Thomas Kjelbotn who scored 112.1 points, while compatriot Andersen, Austria’s Bieler and Gruber (6th) followed, and German super favourite and World Cup leader Eric Frenzel only reached the 19th spot on the provisional table. Due to an unexpected strong wind a couple of hours later, the Race Jumping Round was cancelled and the PCR results became official for the Cross Country part that started at 1.30pm in Lago di Tesero XC Arena. In the race, Kjelbotn mastered three out of the four 2.5k-long laps, but during the last lap Schmid caught up with the leader and Bernie Gruber, who started 47 seconds behind Kjelbotn, was the only one to keep the Norwegian’s pace. The Austrian athlete countered Schmid’s attack on the very last uphill and showed up all alone at the finish. Schmid got the second place (+7”8) while Joergen Graabak managed quite unexpectedly to get rid of Sepp Schneider, Mikko Kokslien and Eric Frenzel at the very end and grabbed the bronze medal. Frenzel closed in sixth place and kept the leadership in the overall WC standings whilst Gruber jumped in third place.
The Team Sprint event will kick off tomorrow at 10am in Predazzo from the Large Hill - HS134 (Trial Jump at 9am). The XC part is scheduled at 1pm (2x7,5k). A delicious breakfast, called ‘Jump in the Breakfast’ will be served for free and for all the spectators inside the SJ stadium during the morning jumping part. 
Italy’s RAI Sport 2 channel will broadcast tomorrow’s competition with live and delayed programs, and so will Sky Sport with highlights during the whole weekend. Eurosport and Eurosport Asia will also be broadcasting the three Italian races – the third will be an Individual Gundersen HS134/10k on Sunday – available with live, delayed and highlights in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Norway, Russia, the US and Japan.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

download TV images:
http://www.broadcaster.it/events/fis-world-cup-nordic-combined


Gundersen LH HS134/10.0 K 

1 GRUBER Bernhard AUT 29:13.9; 2 SCHMID Jan NOR +7.8; 3 GRAABAK Joergen NOR +10.2; 4 SCHNEIDER Sepp AUT +10.6; 5 KOKSLIEN Mikko NOR +11.0; 6 FRENZEL Eric GER +11.2; 7 MOAN Magnus H.NOR +15.5; 8 BAUER Armin ITA +17.6; 9 SEIDL Mario AUT +20.1; 10 DENIFL Wilhelm AUT +26.3


